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Abstract
The core issues of RBF network design are to design the minimum structure neural
networks that can meet the accuracy requirements, in order to ensure the generalization
ability of the network. For the purpose of simplifying the structure of RBF network,
proposes a learning method of RBF network based on improved particle swarm. The
method automatically constructs frugal structure of RBF network model by the combining
algorithm of regularized least squares method and D- optimal experimental design;
chooses three learning parameters of the combining algorithm that can affect network
generalization performance by the improved particle swarm optimization algorithm. By
nonlinear time series modeling, verifies the effectiveness of the method in this paper.
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1. Introduction
Radial Basis Function Neural Network is a commonly used three layer feed forward
neural network. Compared with BP network, RBF network not only has a physiological
basis, and the structure is simpler, faster learning speed. It not only has a solid theoretical
foundation, a concise mathematical form, intuitive geometric interpretation, but also can
solve the small sample, nonlinear, dimension and local minima, so it is widely used in the
practical application and theory research [1-6]. It is a kind of multilayer feed forward
network [7-11].
In the learning algorithm of RBF network, Chen put forward the method of combining
ROLS with D-opt is in the RBF network structure design is one of the effective ways
[12],the method by introducing D- optimal cost in cost function, not only to design a RBF
network structure of thrift, but also can further improve the performance of the network
model and robustness. Algorithm based on regularization technique to avoid network over
fitting noise data to improve the generalization performance of the network, the
regularization coefficient by Bayesian iterative learning method, but produced by the
Bayesian iterative regularization coefficient is not optimal, it is only locally optimal under
certain conditions [13]. This paper presents a RBF neural network learning method based
on improved particle swarm optimization algorithm, the method proposed by ROLS
combined with D-opt algorithm to automatically design RBF network structure of thrift,
through the PSO global optimization to influence the three learning parameters of the
generalization performance of RBF network: the regularization coefficient, base width
parameter and D- optimal weights, and then the RBF network design has good
generalization performance and the structure is very thrifty.
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2. Combined with the Regularized Orthogonal Least Squares Method
and D- Optimal Experiment Design Method
In 2003 Chen, Hong and Harris for the ROLS algorithm and the D- optimal experiment
design method are combined, by introducing D- optimal cost in cost function, not
only can automatically design the structure of managing RBF network, and further
improves the
selected
regression model performance and
robustness.
The
specific algorithm sees literature [12]. D-optimal cost into the new cost function can further
improve the model performance and robustness; and can automatic end the
selection process regression factor, avoiding the error  parameter settings.
Coefficient regular  in the algorithm by Bayesian method to estimate learning and
produce, but the iterative gradient method and the value of learning  is the current
conditions (specific basis width parameter  ) a local optimum found, is not the global
optimal; On the other hand, base width parameter  adjusting range in the
network hidden nodes in the Gauss's function of radial function, so the generalization
performance of the network with his choice has a very direct relationship; In addition to
the D-optimal weight coefficient  value is different, different regression factor will
make the network selection in the regression process, which has a certain influence on the
generalization performance of the final design network. In fact, the generalization ability
of
neural
network with three
parameters is
formed
between
the super dimension complicated multi
peak curve
space, so
we
have
to
find a optimization algorithm with global searching ability, in its search space in an
optimal global optimal  ,  and  parameters, so that the generalization performance
of the network in the best state.

3. IPSO
In the particle swarm algorithm updates throughout the iterative process, the global
extremum plays an important role, directly affects the quality of optimal solution, after the
iteration, the global extremumis often located in the most advantages or near the optimum
point. Objective to clone variation and update strategies designed in this paper is used
to change the global extremum position vector in the population, to avoid falling into
local extremum, improve the particle's fitness, so that the global minimum as far as
possible at the advantages or near it. A mutation probability is p pm , the general value of
0.001-0.1.
Component clone mutation operators on the global extremum position vector and the
last random value [14], clone mutation operator as the formula (1) design:
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the time increase in C, consistent with the spatial variation in the initial stage of
evolution is relatively large, is also in line with the small space in the late
evolutionary variation.
Particle swarm optimization, in each iteration, clone populations of global extreme

gbest (t ) , forming a scale and nature are the same with the original gbest (t ) clone
gbest (t ) , clone mutation operation on the particle, the next step calculation clone
particle's fitness, if higher than itself particle with itself particles were replaced, otherwise
the position of the particle. Through clonal variation, population in the global extremum
has self-learning ability, can make the particles enhance the ability to escape from local
minimum, and improve the efficiency of algorithm.

4. The Improved PSO RBF Method
4.1. The Basic Idea of RBF Network Design Method
Shown in Figure 1 using the RBF network learning method structure diagram. The
basic idea is using the improved PSO candidate solution  ,  and  parameters to
find a set of optimal set, the definition of the fitness function value is minimum, by
ROLS and D- optimal test algorithm (ROLS+D-opt ) for automatic design of RBF
network corresponding to the particle.
As shown in Figure 1, the improved PSO algorithm with real number coding, the p
particles in the solution space (candidate), according to the defined fitness function, each
particle calculation
of
particle
fitness value
, the
population after
fi
several updates, iteration, the
global
best
particle finally get
is the
best we need solution, and then by the RBF network ROLS+D-opt design structure of
thrift.

PSO

i i i

fi

ROLS+D - opt
Figure 1. Structure Diagram of RBF Network Learning Method

4.2. Improved RBF Neural Network PSO Optimal Learning Method Based on
Adaptive Selection Function
In the RBF network design process, first of all will need data sets were divided into
training set and test set, the known particles in the particle swarm algorithm in value, we
divided the training sample set of automatic generation of RBF network by ROLS+D-opt,
and then calculate the MSE test set, using MSE as the particle swarm algorithm’s fitness
function value.
With the actual output test sample set for y( x(k )) , the expected output is y( x(k )) ,
and then the fitness function can be defined as a type (3).
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min f ( K ) 

1
nc

nc

 ( y( x(k ))  y( x(k )))

2

(3)

k 1

nc as the test sample, find the best parameter combination K in search space by
using improved PSO method, is [i , i , i ] ,the definition of the fitness function value of
the minimum.

5. Experimental Examples
Experiment on nonlinear time series modeling example, describes the RBF network
learning method in this paper is very effective, and with some other designing method of
RBF network are compared with experimental results.
Consider as the formula ( 4 ) for nonlinear time series[12]

y (k )  (0.8  0.5exp( y 2 (k  1))) y(k  1) 
(0.3  0.9exp( y 2 (k  1)))  y(k  2) 
0.1sin( y(k  1))  e(k )

(4)

The mean of e(k ) was 0, the variance is 0.09 Gauss noise; the initial state is
y(0)  y(1)  0.1 , and the resulting 1000 band noise sample data, taking the first
500 data are used to train the RBF network, after the 500 data are used to verify the
performance of network. Not with the noise of the time series model is given by
formula (5).
yd (k )  (0.8  0.5exp( yd2 (k  1))) yd (k  1) 

(0.3  0.9exp( yd2 (k  1)))  yd (k  2) 
(5)
0.1sin( yd (k  1))
The noise of the 500 training data for training the RBF network model, the input of
x(k )  [ y(k  1), y(k  2)]T network, the output corresponding to the sequence in the
T predicted value is y (k ) , with noise data to construct such as type (6) RBF
network model.

y(k )  f RBF ( x(k ))
(6)
x(k )  [ y(k  1), y(k  2)]T
Optimization of ROLS+D-Opt algorithm by PSO  ,  and  values of three
parameters, parameters of  ,  and  search interval for [1e  6,1] , [0.01,1.2] and
[1e  6,1] , the particle group number N=30, mutation probability p pm  0.02 , the 30
generation

of evolutionary

computation, the

best particle

[opt , opt , opt ]  [0.00015,1.1026,0.0901] ,corresponding to the fitness function value

f opt  0.0921 .The fitness curves as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Fitness Value Changing Curve
Table 1 gives three methods to design RBF network respective experimental
results. OLS+D-Opt algorithm based on the width parameter   1 , D- optimal weight
coefficient   0.001 ; ROLS algorithm for network base width   1 , produced by
the Bayesian regularization coefficient, the allowable error of   1e  6 parameters; this
algorithm is optimized for PSO.
Seen from Table 1, the learning algorithm and the OLS+D-Opt algorithm and
ROLS algorithm performance is better than them. In general, the learning algorithm not
only improves the learning accuracy and generalization capability, but also the
RBF network structure design of thrift in the OLS+D-Opt algorithm and ROLS algorithm.
Table 1. Performance Comparison of Nonlinear Time Series Designed With
Different Methods
Learning
method

The
learning
erro
r

The
prediction
error

The
number
of hidden
nodes

OLS+D-opt

0.10
16

0.1019

37

ROLS

0.09
54

0.0975

25

This paper

0.07
90

0.0921

15

6. Conclusion
This paper proposes a learning method of improved RBF neural network based on
particle swarm optimization. The regularized orthogonal least squares method and Doptimal experiment design, algorithm can automatically construct RBF network model
structure of thrift. RBF network structure, network structure designed by this method is
more frugal than OLS+D-opt, ROLS designed, and generalization performance of the
method is better. Through the modeling problem of nonlinear time series is verified.
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